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Abstract The aim of the article is to show how the fluvial processes in rivers and
their valleys can support wetland restoration activities. The exemplary objects were
localized in the Upper Vistula Basin (Poland) and dealt with riverbed stability,
channel capacity as well as revitalization of rivers with their valleys regarding
wetland restoration. All of the mentioned parameters depend on the intensity of
fluvial processes in rivers, especially meandering, anastomozing or braided. Rivers
always tend to reach the state of hydrodynamical balance reflecting the actual river
dynamics. The nature of channel transformation is quite complex. For example, the
curvature of natural river increases proportionally to the transported load alimenta-
tion and inversely to the slope of the river. The human-modiﬁed rivers also tend to
increase the curvature of their channels. Interestingly, all rivers create wetlands in the
areas naturally connected to the main channel. Those wetlands are regularly watered
by flood events. As a result, the areas with wetlands are a perfect natural environment
for fauna and flora. River channels which are situated close to such an environment
are also rich in ﬁsh and invertebrates. Wetlands in mountainous areas are rare or
unique unlike in lowlands where they are more likely to be found. The channel
incision reduce a possibility of wetland formation in the river valley, especially after
bank enforcement. The presented case studies are the effect of different projects
running by the Department of Water Engineering and Geotechnics, the University of
Agriculture in Kraków on the rivers and streams: Vistula, Nida, Porębianka, Czarny
Dunajec. These rivers differ in many aspects; however, each of the them is located in
an area where wetlands or wetted areas are likely to appear. Among the described
rivers are lowland and mountain rivers. Some of them are managed according to the
European Water Framework Directive, i.e., in a close-to-nature manner.
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5.1 Introduction
Fluvial processes are responsible for developing the actual morphological type of
the river channels. Also wetlands found in the terraces are strictly dependent on the
river flow regime. The water table connecting main channel and other branches or
tributaries varies with the change of the water level. Dependably on the channel
incision, land use or other factors, rivers can supply water or drain the terrace.
Additionally during floods the intensiﬁcation of different kinds of erosion or suf-
fosion can appear so the river tends to create new channels or oxbow lakes. Aerial
photographs or old maps often reveal the richness of the old channel system. A
wide range of morphological structures in rivers and valleys is related to the
hydrological and morphological parameters, the most important being: water flow
and transported load alimentary, longitudinal slope, bed roughness and bed sta-
bility. Wetland ecosystems are part of quality elements for the classiﬁcation of
ecological status within the Water Frame Directive (WFD). While used to be
localized in riparian zones, wetlands reflect the good hydromorphological charac-
teristics of water bodies.
Going further, wetlands indicate the close to nature land use as inscribed in the
advancement of the local community. From the end of the Second World War up to
the early 90s, the Polish government did not pay particular attention to the issue of
nature conservation, focusing on the intensiﬁcation of industrial development or
agricultural production instead. The WFD gives a new perspective for the devel-
opment of local societies. The aim of the article is to stress the consequences of
changed intensity of fluvial processes in rivers, their valleys and to analyse possi-
bilities of wetland restoration within the guidelines of WFD but also under current
land development. Even if the river training is done in these rivers, natural hy-
dromorphological processes have to be taken into consideration during the decision
making. While river ecosystems are strictly depended on the evaluation of these
processes, artiﬁcial transformation of rivers and their valleys is often reckless.
Technical river training and flood defence structures lead to narrowing of the river
migration zone and disturb the hydraulic balance in the river channels. Serious
problems grow during the intensiﬁcation of the spatial development and many
conflicts between floodplain capacity and human business appear. For this reason,
even while needed, the restoration of wetlands in the river valleys is often relin-
quished. Reintroduction of wetlands in transformed river valleys would be con-
nected to the change of human activities so the renaturization costs may often be
unacceptable for the localities or connected to the elongated period of land-use
transformation.
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5.2 Case Study
5.2.1 Fluvial Processes in Natural Rivers
Rivers always tend to develop a well balanced channel (Bartnik and Książek 2007;
Bartnik et al. 2007; Książek et al. 2010). Even if there is a scarcity of the trans-
ported material, the adequate longitudinal and cross-section proﬁles of the river
channel can be found (Korpak et al. 2009; Strużyński 2014; Wyżga et al. 2009).
The curvature of natural rivers increases proportionally to the transported load
alimentation and inversely to the slope of the river.
Mountainuous and lowland rivers differ in the flow dynamics as well as the
intensity of fluvial processes. The sources of differences are connected to the
retention and slopes of the basin but also to the size of transported material.
Lowland Rivers
Natural rivers modify their channels and valleys due to the fluvial processes
appearing the whole year. The highest activity of the flowing water on channel
creation appear with the quite low dominant flow which can be valued by the Q75%
(Leopold and Wolman 1957; Radecki-Pawlik 2011; Strużyński et al. 2013). These
flows modify morphological parameters of the channel due to the bed and bank
erosion or accumulation of bed material and contribute to the channel natural
mobility (e.g., meandering, wandering) (Church 1992; Rosgen 1994). Dramatic
channel transformations of river runs are very likely to occur during floods.
According to the historical data gathered by Łajczak (2006b) on the Nida River, the
multichannel system of lowland river can steadily change (Fig. 5.1).
Pictures describing the river system in the given years reveal the high hydro-
morphological dynamics. Such an activity is frequently recorded in alluvial chan-
nels. Two mechanisms may appear in lowland rivers during floods. One is creating
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5.1 Historical data show numerous changes of the Nida River morphology (after Łajczak
2006a). a 1839, b 1916, c 1938
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new branches and cutting off the old channels and the other is cutting off the
meanders and creating oxbow lakes. Between the active river channel and the old
channels, wetlands, bogs or fens may occur.
Mountain Rivers
The unaffected flow of the mountain rivers in their alluvial channels may naturally
result in the formation of an incised channel, a stable channel or a channel domi-
nated by accumulation (e.g., braided system). Stable and accumulation liable
channels occupy the longest river segments with good conditions to form wetted
areas or wetlands. Yet the most adequate conditions can be observed in alluvial
parts of the rivers as they create the whole network of new branches and often shift
main channels creating old ones (Gorczyca et al. 2011). While the bigger slope is
the characteristic trait of mountain rivers as well as narrow valleys, wetlands are
strictly connected with three factors, namely: the nature of fluvial processes taking
place in the river channel (Strużyński 2014; Wyżga et al. 2010a), human and animal
activity (Kłonowska-Olejnik and Radecki-Pawlik 2000), trees transported by the
river current during floods (Wyżga and Zawiejska 2005; Faustini and Jones 2003;
Radecki-Pawlik et al. 2011). Consequently, the incision of the mountain river
channel may easily cause the disappearance of wet areas near the river channel.
5.2.2 Fluvial Processes in Regulated Rivers
Until the XXI century, rivers were regulated mostly with the technical methods.
These trends led to narrowing and deepening of the river channels and narrowing of
the flood channel. Main stream in regulated rivers had been forced to be as narrow
as the bank enforcements. Within so-called hydraulically favourable channels, the
flowing water reaches high energies during floods. However, it has to be remem-
bered that even in regulated, straight channels, the fluvial processes exist. Such kind
of regulations leads to the decrease of the transported material and to the appearance
of the so-called “hungry rivers” in which bed degradation predominate. Regulated
rivers cannot create wetlands, which ﬁnally tend to be degraded and used for human
purposes. Bed incision processes caused the increase of channel capacity, so rivers
started intensively drain their valleys.
Lowland Rivers
The process of meandering initiation is well recognized and found often in regu-
lated rivers (Leopold and Wolman 1960; Kitanidis and Kennedy 1984) (Fig. 5.2).
The thalweg movement is connected with the secondary currents. The same ten-
dency can be observed in straight, regulated channels.
The aerial picture of the regulated lowland river, which is presented below,
shows a distribution sand bars placed at an alternate angle (Fig. 5.3). This indicates
non-homogeneous flow velocity distribution within the subsequent cross-sections.
The presented riverbed forms move but sustain after frequent spring or summer
floods. Regulated rivers are often separated from their valleys with the use of
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embankments (Łajczak 2006a). The banks of regulated rivers should receive proper
maintenance as long as natural processes of river channel curving exist. Otherwise,
the bank fortiﬁcations would be broken by floods allowing the river to regain the
natural flow conditions.
Mountain Rivers
Check dams as well as step cascades are mainly used for technical regulation of
mountain rivers. The aim of using check dams in the upper run of the streams is to
halt excessive load from overburdening the river channel but this also consequences
with the increase of the erosion processes in the downstream sections (Wyżga et al.
2008). For this reason, river fall corrections such as steps are introduced, adjusting
hydrodynamic balance of the river through minimising load transportation ability.
Fig. 5.2 The morphology of single-row alternate bars in straight channels with fortiﬁed banks
(after Rhoads and Welford 1991)
Fig. 5.3 Bedforms squeezed in a regulated channel (Source Pińczów Aero-club)
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As a result, the mountain rivers flow with a smaller slope in straight and slightly
incised river channels (Fig. 5.4).
Apart from short periods of unusual floods, fluvial processes are “frozen” in
these channels. High flows destroy the stable bed cover. However, these phe-
nomena do exist and because of their violent nature they cause damage to river
structures (Michalik et al. 1999; Książek, Michalik 2002). Therefore, the regulated
watercourses need the periodic application of repair works. At present, the EU
countries introduce the Water Frame Directive which creates favoured conditions to
improve status of transformed water bodies. It is possible to employ bedload
controlling dams instead of traditional check dams (Kopka 1998). Similarly, step
cascades may be replaced by using special ﬁsh-penetrable structures. These
structures ensure the stability of watercourses but simultaneously improve the hy-
dromorphological parameters as well as restore the ecological corridor function of
rivers.
5.3 Description of the Research Areas
Wetland restoration reconnaissance was performed in the Upper Vistula Basin
(Poland) within the few projects running by the Department of Water Engineering
and Geotechnics, the University of Agriculture in Kraków. The examples of per-
formed in situ measurements are presented within the order: (a) the Vistula River
near the town of Sandomierz, (b) the Nida River between the village of Rębów and
the Pińczów town, (c) the Porębianka Stream in the near outlet sections (Mszana
Dolna district), (d) the Czarny Dunajec River at the natural reach in the town of
Wróblówka. Although the regarded river reaches differ in many aspects (Table 5.1),
they are all located in areas of possible wetland appearance.
The Vistula River
The Vistula River is planned to become a waterway. For this reason the reach near
Sandomierz (Fig. 5.5) is embanked and regulated by groins. Flood corridor within
Fig. 5.4 The scheme of the regulated mountain river proﬁle
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the upper Vistula is narrow. The nearby hills but also terraces are used for fruit
production (mainly apples) (Bartnik and Książek 2011; Bartnik et al. 2011).
The right terrace lies currently outside the embankments which were broken
during the 2010 spring flood (Bartnik and Książek 2011; Maciejewski et al. 2011).
In that spring, flowing water (in May and June) with the peak discharge of
5,270 m3 s−1 outlined the inundation range up to 8.5 km reaching the embankments
of the Łęg River. This flood ﬁtted the borders made by the city of Tarnobrzeg and
Table 5.1 Parameters of investigated river sections
River Nida Vistula Czarny Dunajec
(Kojsówka)
Porębianka
Type Lowland Lowland Highland Highland
Reach length (km) 6.4
(18.8)
5 1.5 3
Subbasin area (km2) 3,352 31,810 93.7 72
Slope or the reach (–) 0.00073 0.00017 0.0068 0.0125
Mean diameter, dm (m) 0.00058 0.0005 – 0.088
d90% (m) 0.00105 0.0015 – 0.142
Flow discharge Q50%
(m3 s−1)
150 1,832 53.13 (Koniówka) 27
Q1% 450 7,338 252.63 (Koniówka) 191
Fig. 5.5 Vistula River in the vicinity of the town Sandomierz
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the local villages: Żupawa, Poręby Furmańskie and Gorzyce. Floods indicate that
retention areas are too small within the reach of Sandomierz but also in the
upstream reaches. While the flood passes the reach with unnaturally high water
levels, congested embankments may easily brake. In these cases, inundation was
much bigger than expected, appearing as a water retention area of an exceptional
importance retention area. At present, the Vistula river flows in the incised channel.
This river, however, had favoured the wetland creation due to high frequency of
floods as well as impermeable substratum with hight content of organic matter
created by inundations. In spite of the fact that the embankments between Kraków
and Sandomierz were ﬁnalized in the 1920s, there are still oxbow lakes found
upstream Sandomierz (Łajczak 2014). After regulation works, fauna and flora still
treat the Vistula River as a green corridor. There are environmental protection areas
established within the presented reach of the Vistula River and its valley: the
Pieprzowe Mountains Nature Park, Nature 2,000 habitat protection area (the Tar-
nobrzeska Valley of the Vistula River—PLH 18,049), Nature 2,000 habitat pro-
tection area (the Pieprzowe Mountains—PLH 260,022) (Source http://geoserwis.
gdos.gov.pl/mapy/).
The Nida River
The investigated reach of the Nida River is located between the village of Rębów and
the town of Pińczów. This lowland river—the left tributary of the Vistula River—
can be predominantly regarded as close to nature. Flowing through the central part of
Poland it had created in its middle run an “inland delta”, a unique multichannel
system with numerous wetlands (Fig. 5.6).
The regulation works done in the 1980s become an example of unnecessary and
wrong management of the river valley. Spring floods are characteristic for this river.
Nida floods its valley every 3–5 years. Additionally, during inundations the
embankments are often broken and the “middle delta” stays underwater for a few
days (Strużyński 2006). These facts force the local community to adjust their
agricultural habits to the existing flow regime. Thanks to this, the main objects
found in the Nida river and valley are: regulated channel, oxbow lakes, old chan-
nels, wetlands, bogs and grasslands. Besides the Nida itself, there are more water
sources in this region: Hajdaszek, Branka and stream from the village of Stawy.
Hajdaszek is currently redirected by the local community to the Smuga Umia-
nowicka stream, the Old Nida branch, whose channel bottom is localized lower than
the Old Nida branch and drains the valley, which results in marching processes in
the middle part of the valley. Branka, the left Nida tributary, flows currently across
the valley directly to the regulated Nida channel. In the past the stream supplied left
branch of the river called Old Nida (Smuga Umianowicka) in the neighbourhood of
the village of Skowronno Górne. The stream flowing from the village of Stawy goes
into the old branch near Sobowice village.
The Old Nida system (oxbow lakes or channels supplied currently by Nida
tributaries) is characterized by smaller channels of the width ranging from 8 to
15 m. The slope and curvature are responsible in this reach for intensive bedload
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Fig. 5.6 The “middle delta” and its morphological objects
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transportation and instability of the bed during flood events. The curvature of the
natural channel differs dramatically in comparison to the regulated ones (Fig. 5.7).
The multichannel system is well developed. To provide calculations of the flow
distribution within the modiﬁed or restored river channels, the HEC-RAS calcu-
lation has been performed. The parameters of regulated and restored river channels
are gathered in Table 5.2.
The comparison of width and depth of the Nida branches shows that the
expected width of the natural bed is about 34 m and the depth should vary from
0.5 to 1 m.
As long as the river was natural within the broader valley, it used to redistribute
water periodically within the different parts of “delta”. The restoration works should
start from rebuilding proper connections between the old channels as well as ini-
tiating the water redistribution within the whole channel system. There is no cer-
tainty that on the sandy substratum of the valley the inﬁltrated water could be
limited to the acceptable level. In the past within the “delta” region Nida had
naturally hold one or two main channels (Fig. 5.1). For this reason, only part of the
Fig. 5.7 The curvature comparison of the natural (blue) and regulated (red) river channel
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discharge from the main stream should be directed to the Old Nida channel. For
better watering of the valley, the surrounding streams should also be used to supply
the old channel system and the wetlands in the valley (Bartnik et al. 2004a, b, c).
At present, some species have disappeared from this region. Fortunately, the
purpose of the intensiﬁcation of agriculture production has been changed and the
restoration of the old water system can be done. Another good example is the
reservoir in Pińczów in which 5 species of molluscs live, including two which have
been listed in the “red book of extinct species”. The fauna and flora is not limited to
molluscs in the Pińczowski Reservoir. In the widened valley, 262 kinds of plants,
51 mollusc, 11 amphibians, 3 reptiles, 160 birds and 16 mammals have been
recognised (Bartnik et al. 2004a). Within the presented reach of the Nida River and
the valley, the following protected areas had been established:
• National Landscape Parks (Zespół Świętokrzyskich i Nadnidziańskich Parków
Krajobrazowych—National Landscape Park of the Valley of the Nida River),
• Nature 2,000 bird directive (Dolina Nidy—PLB260001),
• Nature 2,000 habitat directive (Ostoja Nidziańska PLH260003).
The Porębianka River
The Porębianka River is located in the southern part of Poland in the Gorce
Mountains. It is a left tributary of the Mszanka River. Its source lies in the Obidowa
Hill (1,000 m a.s.l.). Porębianka is a regulated river. In its upper run the valley is
quite narrow and the river structures in the channel are distributed regularly. Bed
material has been settled there but below this reach the lack of bedload has been
encounted. Within the middle reach in village of Niedźwiedź, from the bridge down
Fig. 5.8 Bedrock channel of the Porębianka River in the region of a local hydropower plant
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to the RHS regulated reach, the rocky bed had been developed (Fig. 5.8) (Krzemień
1976, 1984; Radecki-Pawlik et al. 2010, 2013; Plesiński et al. 2013).
In this middle run, the river passes also two high steps damming up water for the
power plant. The Porębianka in the lower run used to be a braided river but now its
channel has been regulated by 25 ramps (rapid hydraulic structures, RHS, Fig. 5.9).
After introducing ramps, the channel has straightened and had changed its mor-
phodynamics. As long as floods passing this river are violent, the rapid hydraulic
structures will demand periodic reparations.
The Czarny Dunajec River
Czarny Dunajec has its sources in the Tatra mountains. The river joins the Biały
Dunajec River in the city of Nowy Targ, creating the Dunajec River. The flow
dynamics of the Czarny Dunajec River is high. Nearly the whole area between the
village of Podczerwone and the town of Nowy Targ is regulated with step cor-
rection and bank fortiﬁcations. Below the village of Wróblówka, there is only one,
approximately 4 km-long segment of the river in which the channel is not regulated,
preserving original character. In the highest two-and-a-half-kilometre-long reach
the Czarny Dunajec River is braided and downstream it changes to island-braided
(Wyżga et al. 2010b). In the above-mentioned part, the river creates complex bends
which mark the migration zone of about 400 m width. There are numerous areas
where the terrain is wetted as localized lower (Fig. 5.10). The whole valley is
covered with abundant flora. Away from the course, in inundation terraces, there are
ﬁelds used for agricultural purposes. The area of the river and the valley is protected
Fig. 5.9 Ramp—close to nature structure used in mountain rivers
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by:—South Małopolska Protected Landscape Area,—Nature 2,000 bird directive
(Torfowiska Orawsko-Nowotarskie—PLB12,0007),—Nature 2,000 habitat direc-
tive (Torfowiska Orawsko-Nowotarskie—PLH120016).
5.4 Evidence of Wetlands in the Investigated Areas
Presently no wetlands can be found in the valley of the Vistula River near
Sandomierz (Łajczak 2006b), however numerous meander-shaped terrain forms
remain there (Fig. 5.11). Terraces of Vistula river are made of muds and cher-
nozems at a distance from 1 to 6 km from the river channel. This area used to be
covered by wetlands. Upstream of Sandomierz, on both terraces, the oxbow lakes
and the overgrown lakes exist. In Fig. 5.11 it is indicated that presently many of the
well visible bars are forming, which indicates high fluvial activity within the
channel of the Vistula River (Fig. 5.11, left—middle part of the picture). This
shows that within this reach the transported material can settle outside the current.
Forces connected to secondary current are responsible for creating channel or
alternate bars. They probably do not ﬁt the channel run after it was poorly designed
or there is no hydraulic balance between fluvial forces and critical forces charac-
terizing movement of bed material. This trend should exist in regulated rivers.
As long as Vistula tends to create meanders, the possibility of refreshing wetlands is
real. At present the process of restoring wetlands can be started from the network of
channels refreshing the existing oxbow lakes.
At present, the Nida River is an example where natural and regulated channels
can be found in the nearby area (Fig. 5.12). Currently there are two main old channels
in the valley (Fig. 5.6). One is the Old Nida, and the other is the Umianowicka Stream
Fig. 5.10 The Czarny Dunajec River in the village of Wróblówka
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Fig. 5.11 Oxbow lakes and other channel-shape forms within the Vistula River natural migration
zone (objects drawn on the satellite image. Source geoportal.gov.pl)
Fig. 5.12 Oxbow lakes surrounding the regulated reach of the Nida River in Pińczów (photo
Aeroklub Pińczów)
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named also the Old Eastern Nida or the Old Nida II. Numerous oxbow lakes and
wetlands still exist in the neighbourhood of these channels. Close to the village of
Sobowice another active old channel of the Nida is located. In the region of the
narrowed valley, the wetland (“Branka bog”) created currently by the water flowing
in the Branka stream exists. Another hill encroach into the Nida river valley in the
neighbourhood of the settlement Kopernia creates conditions for the Płaszczyzna
wetlands to exist. Downstream, close to the regulated river, the oxbow lakes are
localized. Below of the road bridge and between villages Skowronno and Sobowice
the oxbow lakes are left after river training both on the left and the right terrace.
When planning renaturalisation projects in the “middle delta”, it should be taken
into consideration that there are still many rare species of fauna and flora living in
the valley (Strużyński 2011). On the other hand, some parts of the river valley are
still cultivated or used as grazing lands. Consequently, renaturalisation projects
should deal with all of the mentioned problems, i.e.: take into account the safety of
the passing floods, increase the riverbed stability, restore natural flow conditions in
the regulated channel and in the old channels, as well as to improve the ecological
state of the whole system (Bartnik et al. 2013). The work should start from
redistribution of water flowing trough the whole system existing in the “middle
delta” (Fig. 5.13).
As Porębianka used to create braided channel, there were no wetlands in this
valley but only wetted areas connected to the migration zone of the river. In a
mountain region within such areas, high biodiversity can be found. After Korpak
(2007) it can be stated unfortunately that between 1975 and 2005 the incised part of
Fig. 5.13 The Nida’s old river channel during winter
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the Porębianka stream channel had increased from 47 to 62%.Currently themigration
zone of the ramp regulated river reaches 50–60 m and the channel width varies
from 25 to 30 m. Before regulation works it used to be in the range of 70–150 m. One
of the last braided rivers in Polish Carpathians is Białka river in the reach from the
Krempachy gorge to its outlet. This river, close to nature, still develops multichannel
system in the width of 100–250 m (Struzynski et al. 2011). Additional channel of
braided river can penetrate the floodplain, locally indicating the water-table
(Fig. 5.14). Within such ponds, many species can pass the larval period (i.e.,
macrozoobenthos, tadpoles). Within lower run of Porębianka stream there is still a
possibility of restoring similar areas. One of the mechanisms which could intensify
the morphological transformations is the bedload transport. Braided rivers are
heavily loaded by this material. Unfortunately, within the upper sections of the
stream, heavy regulation works were performed, blocking the sediment supply.
The Czarny Dunajec River within the mentioned reach flows between regulates
sections. This influences the fluvial processes which transform the river from curvy
to a braided river and closer to the town of Nowy Targ an island—braided channel.
Through the braided part, the Nature 2,000 areas cross the valley from its left to the
right side. Within the valley, multiple marks of the land-transformed oxbow lakes
can be found. The incision of the riverbed exceeds 1.5 m (Fig. 5.15).
This signiﬁes that erosion processes are still taking place, however the bedrock
has not been reached yet and the braided character of the Czarny Dunajec River is
still preserved. The main danger for this reach is the exploitation of the bed material
Fig. 5.14 Example of old channel “penetrating” the floodplain (Białka river)
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and a limited supply of the material from the regulated upper sections of the Czarny
Dunajec River.
5.5 Conclusions
Human changes in fluvial processes are very complex. This results in difﬁculty of
restoring the natural river morphology. Probably the worst are caused by narrowing
of river migration zone. When river cannot erode banks and create new branches,
the only way to get material for transportation is bed erosion. This is directly
connected to the incision processes. Incised river cannot create wetlands.
At a short distance from the town of Sandomierz, the Vistula River had formed
meanders which are nowadays in the process of land-transformation. The river is
embanked and does not form new hydromorphological structures on the inundation
terraces. The reasons of embankment creation were the flood disasters in XIX and
XX centuries. During river training, the environmentally precious areas were cut-
off. The reason of the agricultural as well as industrial development on the sur-
roundings of the town of Sandomierz where very good soils created by the per-
manent water logging. The floods, however, encounter negative implications of
human accommodation within the river migration zone. While those areas are
highly investigated for agricultural use, it might be not easy to restore oxbow lakes
or wetlands there. The Water Framework Directive, however, favours restoring of
the environment. This is partially still possible. Further development within this
area can be designed as sustainable, including works with purposes to refresh
existing oxbow lakes with the use of water from local streams or from Vistula itself.
Fig. 5.15 The riverbed incision of the braided reach of the Czarny Dunajec
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Additionally, while restoring the waterway, many investigations accompanying the
restoration could be done.
The Nida River basically flows across the close to nature, cultural landscape.
The area of the widened valley, commonly referred to as “the middle delta”, was
once very attractive for its morphological structure and fluvial activity, not to
mention a great diversity of ecosystem. At present, the area requires serious res-
toration after introducing unnecessary river-regulating works. The system of the
cut-off channels is still recognizable and may well be recreated. Nida, however,
used to be very morphologically active, creating new branches and oxbow lakes.
After river training, the main channel had been stabilized. The old channels slowly
dry and their vulnerable surroundings loose the environmental meaning. Even if
some areas are used as grasslands, the dynamics of the river system should be
restored. This could be initiated by irrigating the old channels and recurving the
regulated river. The system then could slowly rebuild the reach and environmen-
tally precious wetland system.
Porębianka flows in the lower run over the RHS’s. The migration zone is
decreased there by about 50 %, but ramp construction lets the bed material to
overcome them and to create bars in this river. Currently the best solution for
Porębianka river is to limit the human expansion within the river migration zone
and to rebuild the river training system in the middle run in villages of Czarna
Poręba and Niedźwiedź form weirs to RHS’s. The increase of bedload rate would
positively change the flood capacity of the channel. Thus, these investigations could
improve the connection between river and its valley as well as the morphological
activity of Mszanka River, below the Porębianka outlet. The rebuilt system would
create wetted areas much more extensively then presently.
The discussed fragment of the Czarny Dunajec River is formed naturally but
endangered by a limited transport of alluvial material. The river migrates aside, and
this process slows down the channel incision. However, the process of steady
growth of channel flow capacity is already observed in this section; the river may
still flow in the braided channel. Thanks to the fens, it makes an excellent place for
plant and animal habitats. The future discontinuation of the river outflows onto the
valley could be a possible result.
Wetlands are regularly refreshed by flood events. Natural rivers continuously
transform their channels, creating oxbow lakes; as a result, the nature enrichment
develops. Moreover, they improve the retention conditions in river valleys. The
man has always attempted at occupying these areas as their soil fertility makes them
very attractive for cultivation. As long as wetlands and oxbow lakes are a result of
fluvial processes existing in rivers, human should take into consideration the natural
consequences, especially of river channel narrowing. The adequate processes of
river channel transformation appear during average or high flows, while during
designing processes of river training works mostly average flows are considered.
This reflects in long term on river incision.
It is much easier to remedy environmental values in regions which are not
urbanized and intensively cultivated or even not used at all. River training often
destabilizes fluvial processes but in urbanized basins the whole hydrological,
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hydraulic and morphological system is transformed. Therefore, the correction and
maintenance of environmental values can be undertaken easily in the presented
sections of the Nida and Czarny Dunajec Rivers. The Vistula River is under
intensive agricultural cultivation which makes it impossible to do complex resto-
ration of the river in question. The rapid hydraulic structures in the referred reach of
the Porębianka River had been adopted to prevent the intensive erosion which
appeared after the technical regulation of the river in its upstream sections. To
improve the wetland creation processes within the presented sections of regulated
rivers, the upstream reaches should also be redesigned.
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